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ABSTRACT 

Fixed boundary n = 1 MHD instabilities are studied computationally 

as a function of diamagnetism a nd current profile in elongated 

toroidal equilibria (1 < b/a < 4). It is found that even slightly diamag-

netic plasmas with broad current profile and a highly elongated cross 

section are subject to a ballooning instability for q-values well above 

unity at the magnetic axis. A peaked current profile in a mildly diamag-

netic plasma decreases the elongation of the inner flux surfaces and 

reduces the marginal q-value by suppressing ballooning modes. The maxi-

mum stable volume-averaged beta is achieved with a broad current profile 

and either a paramagnetic plasma < 1) with a highly elongated cross 

section (b/a > 2) or a diamagnetic plasma (Bpoi > 1) with only a mildly 

elongated cross section (b/a < 2). 
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ABSTRACT 

Fixed boundary n = 1 MHD instabilities are studied computationally as 

a function of diamagnetism (Bp0j_) current profile in elongated toroidal 

equilibria (1 < b/a < 4) . It is found that even slightly diauiagnetic 

plasmas with broad current profile and a highly elongated cross section 

are subject to a ballooning instability for q-values well above unity at 

the magnetic axis. A peaked current profile in a mildly diamagnetic 

plasma decreases the elongation of the inner flux surfaces and reduces 

the marginal q-value by suppressing ballooning modes. The maximum stable 

volume-averaged beta is achieved with a broad current profile and either 

a paramagnetic plasma (3p0^ < 1) with a highly elongated cross section 

(b/a > 2) or a diamagnetic plasma ^ > 1) with only a mildly elongated 

cross section (b/a < 2). 

1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Elongation of the plasma cross section in tokamaks has been pro-

posed^ 2 as. a way of increasing the average beta of a plasma without 

violating the Kruskal-Shafranov stability criterion near the magnetic 

axis, q-axis > 1. The analysis of Lortz and Nuhrenberg3 indicates that by 

properly shaping the plasma cross section it is also possible to make the 

plasma arbitrarily elongated without violating the Mercier-necessary1* or 

Lortz-sufficient5 stability criteria in the neighborhood of the magnetic 

axis. However, Freidberg, Haas, Marder, Goedbloed, and Grossmann6-9 have 

predicted that the pressure in a toroidal plasma should be limited by the 

onset of ballooning instabilities driven by the plasma pressure gradient 

in regions of convex curvature. Using a surface current model for toroidal 

plasmas with a variety of specified cross sectional shapes, they find that 

sufficiently elongated equilibria are unstable at all q-values, and that 

the optimum shape for maximizing beta (the plasma pressure relative to 

magnetic pressure) is a mildly elongated cross section with rounded ends. 

This optimum elongation and maximum beta depends on the details of the 

plasma cross sectional shape and can be significantly altered by driving 

force-free currents outside the high pressure plasma.9 A number of other 

computational and analytic predictions10-12 for highly elongated cross 

sections with diffuse cuirent profile indicate that there may be windows 

of stability and enhanced beta depending on the current profile, plasma 

shape, and proximity of the conducting wall. 

Our paper is concerned with the effects of diamag.ietism and current 

profile on the internal MHD stability of highly elongated (2 < b/a < 4) 

toroidal plasmas with aspect ratio R/a = 4 within perfectly conducting 
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rectangular walls. It is found that diamagnetism and the breadth of the 

current profile have a strong effect on the equilibrium and stability of 

the plasma, and that these effects are closely interrelated. A highly 

peaked current profile, for example, makes the inner flux surfaces more 

nearly circular relative to the elongation of the walls. The geometric 

properties of the equilibrium have a profound effect on the overall sta-

bility of the plasma. A comparative study will be presented here to 

demonstrate the nature of these effects and their sensitivity. 

The properties of MHD equilibria with elongated cross sections are 

reviewed in Sec. II. A computational study of fixed-boundary linear MHD 

instabilities is presented in Sec. III. We compare our results with those 

of other computational and analytic studies in Sec. IV. The numerical 

methods used to determine the q-value at the magnetic axis and to rescale 

the equilibrium are presented in the Appendix. 

II. EQUILIBRIUM 

Axisymmetric toroidal equilibria with elongated rectangular boundaries 

are computed using a Buneman fast Poisson inverter13 to solve the Grad-

Shafranov equation 1^ 1 5 

RJ. = -V*i|J = R2p' (ty) + II'Op) (1) 

(2) 
3R R 9R 3y2 

B = 7x(ipV«f) + B <j> (3) 
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for the stream function ty which is proportional to the poloidal flux 

ip = The following forms are used throughout this paper for the 

source functions in the Grad-Shafranov equation 

P ' W - ̂ v/4max)N (4) 

I (if,) = 1 + CGJ./D, )M (5) max 

where pO;) is the plasma pressure and K ^ ) = RB^ is proportional to the 

poloidal current I (I/I) = I ^/2ir. The stream function ip is taken to be 

zero on the rectangular boundary and the examples are chosen so that i|i is 

positive everywhere within the domain and assumes its maximum value 1l'max 

at the magnetic axis. The stream function is normalized in the source 

functions in Eqs. (4) and (5) in order to improve the numerical conver-

gence as the Grad-Shafranov equation is solved iteratively. For the 

studies to be presented here, the aspect ratio of the toroid was fixed at 

four, and grid sizes 35 x 35 and 35 x 67 (including ghost points outside 

the domain) were used for studying instabilities. Examples of these 

equilibria are illustrated in Fig. 1 and will be described in more detail 

below. 

The coefficient C in Eq. (4) determines the paramagnetism (C > 0) or 

diamagnetism (C < 0) of the plasma while the powers N and M control the 

width of the pressure profile and poloidal current profile. As the 

plasma is made more diamagnetic, by making the coefficient C more negative, 

the magnetic axis shifts outward along the major radius and the toroidal 

current becomes hollow at the midplane on the inner side of the toroidal 

plasma.14'15 This hollowness of the toroidal current profile becomes 
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more pronounced as the pressure profile is made broader relative to tbr 

width of the toroidal magnetic well by increasing M over N in Eqs. (4) and 

(5). A small negative toroidal current forms near the inner wall when, 

for example, C < -0.2 for N = 1 and M = 2. Undv - these conditions, the 

negative diamagnetic term XI '(if/) balances much of the pressure term 

R2p'(ty) on the average, but because of the radial dependence of the pres-

sure term, the diamagnetic term overcompensates at the inner edge of the 

toroid. A second magnetic axis appears from the inner wall if the depth 

of the magnetic well is increased further (C < -0.55 for N = 1 and M = 2)., 

As the toroidal current profile becomes more peaked at the magnetic 

axis in equilibria with highly elongated walls, the flux surfaces near the 

magnetic axis become more circular.16-19 The elongation of the plasma is 

determined by image currents in the walls, and these image currents become 

less effective as the toroidal current becomes more concentrated. The 

elongation of the flux surfaces in the neighborhood of the magnetic axis 

relative to the elongation of the wall is represented here by (b/a) . / 
clXIS 

(b/a)wa^^, where b and a are the half-height and half-width of a flux 

surface. The ratio (b/a) . /(b/a) .. - decreases as the wall is elongated axis wall 
if (b/a) . /(b/a) ,, is less than unity, but the ratio increases as the axis wall 

wall is elongated if ( b / a ) a x ^ g / S r e a t e r than unity. The 

relative shrinking of becomes m o r e 

pronounced with more peaked current profile, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The properties of the particular equilibria chosen for this study of 

MHD instabilities are presented in Table 1. Here, the poloidal beta, 

B p o l, is defined by Eqs. A.19 to A.21 in the Appendix, and A/a represents 

the shift of the magnetic axis from the geometric center of the domain, 
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relative to the minor radius of the wall. The pressure profiles for these 

four cases are almost the same, while the toroidal current and toroidal 

magnetic field profiles differ from each other significantly, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. Note that both diamagnetism (8 , > 1) and broad cur-pol 

rent profile have the effect of elongating the inner flux surfaces. The 

combined effects of di-amagnetism and broad current profile make the inner 

flux surfaces in case 4 more elonge ;ed than the outer flux surfaces and 

the wall. 

The q-value and average beta of these equilibria are subsequently 

determined by scaling the equilibria as described in the Appendix. This 

scaling leaves the geometry of all the flux surfaces, their profile, and 

the poloidal beta completely unchanged. The q-value profile is changed 

only slightly. 

III. LINEAR INSTABILITY 

Fixed-boundary HriD instabilities with one wavelength arour.d the 

toroid (n = 1) are investigated here using the Oak Ridge linear initial-

value MHP instability code.12,20 The effects of elongation, breadth of 

the toroidal current profile, and diamagnetism are studied as they relate 

to the growth rate of the fastest growing n = 1 MHD instability, the 

spatial structure of the eigenfunctions, and the volume-averaged beta at 

marginal stability. Results are presented primarily for the four cases 

described in the last section. These results are found to be representa-

tive of a broad class of similar equilibria. 
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A. Growth rates 

Growth rate curves are presented in Figs. 3-6 for the four cases 

described in the last section, with three elongations of the wall, b/a = 

2, 3, 4, on each graph. For each curve, the growth rate is plotted as a 

function of q^, the q-value at the magnetic axis, which is computed and c 
then varied by scaling the equil-'bria as described in the Appendix. Under 

this scaling procedure, the geometric shape of the flux surfaces and the 

form of the profiles remain unchanged. The growth rate is normalized to 

the Alfven transit time across the minor radius of the plasma ( y = 

B^/VtioP a). Only instabilities with one wavelength around the toroid and, 

of those, only the instabilities with the lowest poloidal harmonic struc-

ture are considered here. It is possible, for example, that there are 

additional disconnected regions of instability at larger q-values which do 

not appear on these illustrations. However, the instabilities with a 

higher toroidal mode number and a higher q-value have a more complicated 

spatial structure which cannot be accurately computed with the grids and 

computer time available. T M s is also a problem for eigenvalue codes, 

such as PEST21 and ERATO,22 as well as initial value codes such as our 

own. A sample of convergence studios with finer grids is discussed later 

in this paper (Fig. 7). 

In every case, the growth rates of the instabilities studied increases 

monoton?lcally with elongation. The increased growth rate is most pro-

nounced in the cases with diamagnetism and broad current profile. 

There is a dramatic change in the range of the instability as a 

function of q-value as the plasma is made diamagnetic with broad current 
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profile. Compare, for example, Figs. 3 and 6. Note that the ordinate in 

Fig. 6 spans a much wider range of q-values than the corresponding ordi-

nates in Figs. 3-5. The marginal stability points are of order unity for 

all the elongations in the paramagnetic peaked-current profile case 

presented in Fig. 3. (If there is a tail on the b/a = 4 case in Fig. 3, 

as there is in Figs. 4 and 5, it is below the reliable resolution 

Y < 5 x 10~3 of our computer code.) However, no marginal point at all 

could be found for the broad-current diamagnetic case of Fig. 6, and there 

are strong instabilities present at q-values well above unity. The cases 

studied in Figs. 4 and 5 show evidence of a transition as the toroidal 

current profile is made broad [by changing the powers N and M in the 

source functions of the Grad-Shafranov equation Eqs. (l)-(5)] or as the 

plasma is made diamagnetic [by changing coefficient C in Eq. (5)] with 

peaked-current profile, especially in the highly elongated case b/a = 4. 

This transition emerges first as a tail on a growth rate curve that would 

otherwise intersect the ordinate at q-axis near unity, and then as a shift 

of the entire growth rate curve to higher q-values. 

The range of unstable q-values and the magnitude of the growth rates 

depend more strongly on the elongation of the inner flux surfaces than on 

the diamagnetism, for the cases we have Ftudied. This sensitivity to 

elongation is illustrated in Fig. 8 where growth rate curves are presented 

for a variety of paramagnetic, diamagnetic, peaked current, and broad 

current cases, all with = E x c e P t f°r t w o curves labeled 

(b/a) . /(b/a) ,. = 0.80 and 0.88, the magnitudes of the growth rates axis wall 
and the range of the unstable q-values both increase monotonically with 
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elongation of the inner flux surfaces. The one exception illustrates the 

milder effect of diamagnetism. 

When a finer 35 x 67 grid is used for the computation of instabilities 

instead of the standard 35 x 35 grid, individual growth rates are decreased 

by as much as 10%, but the form of the growth rate curves remain unchanged, 

as illustrated in Fig. 7. In particular, the tails on the growth rate 

curves in Figs. 4 and 5 remain, and there is the same general transition 

from kink to ballooning behavior. 

B. Eigenfunctions 

Velocity arrow plots and perturbed pressure contours are shown in 

Fig. 9 at cross sections of the plasma one quarter of a wavelength apart 

for cases 2, 3, and 4 with q-values close to the respective marginal 

points. The marginal eigenfunction for case 1 (not shown) is similar to 

that of case 2. This eigenfunction corresponds to an m = 1 kink instability 

whose spatial extent shrinks down to the magnetic axis as the q-value is 

raised to the marginal point. In case 3, where the marginal q-value is 

just above unity, the marginal eigenfunction has the character of an m = 2 

instability (with four vortex cells and two positive and two negative 

perturbed pressure peaks) which have a broader spatial extent. In the 

broad-current diamagnetic case 4, where the marginal q-value is well above 

unity, the instability has a strongly ballooning character23-27 with a 

high poloidal mode number concentrated away from the magnetic axis. The 

ballooning character of the instability is made evident from the fact that 

the perturbed pressure is strongest at the outer edge of the toroidal 
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plasma (each case has an aspect ratio of four, with the center line to the 

left). It follows that the abrupt increase in the marginal q-value with 

broad-current diamagnetic equilibrium is accompanied by the onset of a 

strong ballooning character to the instability near the marginal point. 

Elongation of the plasma cross section has the effect of greatly 

enhancing the ballooning character of the marginal instability, as shown 

in Fig. 10. Perturbed pressure contours are shown here at two cross 

sections of the plasma for a broad-current diamagnetic equilibrium, cor-

responding to case 4, with 0>/ a) w a l l
 = 1*5, 2, and 3. 

In summary, then, a strongly ballooning character to the marginal 

instability and a shift of the marginal q-value well above unity sets in 

for highly elongated equilibria (^/a) ^ with a broad toroidal current 

profile as soon as the plasma becomes diamagnetic (1 < B . < 2). 

C. Maximum stable beta 

It is clear that a compromise must be struck if the volume-averaged 

beta (<£> = < p B * ) is to be increased by elongating the plasma cross yQ 

section, increasing diamagnetism, or making the toroidal current profile 

broader. For example, if the edge of a paramagnetic plasma with peaked 

profile is elongated, the volume-averaged beta will decrease because the 

central flux surfaces, where the pressure is the highest, will remain 

essentially circular while the additional space near the ends of the 
* 

elongated wall will largely be filled with low-pressure plasma. If the 

diamagnetism is increased or the current profile made broader in a highly 

elongated plasma, the inner flux surfaces become more elongated and the 
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volume of the high pressure region increases to make more efficient use of 

the available space, bui the marginally stable q-value increases dramati-

cally so that the toroidal current affd, therefore, the volume-averaged 

ueta must be decreased substantially in order to ensure stability. Hence, 

the optimum volume-averaged beta is achieved with a broad current profile 

equilibrium that is either diamagnetic with moderate elongation or para-

magnetic with high elongation. 

For the equilibria used in this paper, with an aspect ratio of four 

and variable elongation, the values of r>oloidal beta (defined in the 

Appendix), q-value at the magnetic axis, ratio of elongations (b/a) . / axis 

(b/a) w a^, and volume-averaged beta near the marginal point are presented 

in iable II. Since it is not always possible to make an accurate extra-

polation of each growth rate curve to the marginal stability point, all 

the values listed in Table II refer to an extrapolation of the growth rate 

curves to the growth rate value y — 0.007. This is nominally the lower 

bound on the accuracy of our computer code with the grid size and time 

available. The grid size is relevant because the marginally stable 

eigenfunctions tend to have finer spatial structure than the eigenfunc-

tions of more rapidly growing instabilities. 

From Table II, it can be seen that the volume-averaged beta is only 

^lightly increased by elongation in the peaked-current paramagnetic case. 

This is because the inner flux surfaces become only moderately elongated 

[(b/a) a x i g = 2.08 when = 4] at nearly fixed q-value on axis so 

that the pressure on axis rises while the fraction of space wasted on low-

pressure plasma increases at nearly the same rate. Butter results are 

obtained in the broad-current paramagnetic example of case 2. Here, the 
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central flux surfaces elongate together with the elongation of the wall. 

However, the maximum volume-averaged beta (3.0%) is achieved with 

( b / a ) ^ ^ = 3 because the marginal q-value at the magnetic axis rapidly 

increases with further elongation. 

In the peaked-current diamagnetic example of case 3, the rise in the 

elongation of the magnetic axis competes with the marginal q-value at the 

magnetic axis so that the volume-averaged beta remains essentially fixed 

up to elongations of (b/ a) w au = With further elongation of the wall, 

the central flux surfaces do not elongate proportionally and the q-value 

on axis rises rapidly so thdt the volume-averaged beta decreases substan-

tially . 

The last entries in Table II pertain to an example of a broad-current 

diamagnetic plasma with less diamagnetism [smaller value of coefficient C 

in Eq. (5)] than in case 4 so that marginal stability points could be 

found for elongations of the wall up to three. In this case, the elonga-

tion of the central flux surfaces increases faster than the elongation of 

the wall, so that very effective use is being made of the volume. However, 

the marginal q-value at the magnetic axis increases rapidly with elonga-

tion so that the volume-averaged beta decreases monotonically with elonga-

tion of the wall. 

From this study it follows that the maximum stable volume-averaged 

beta is achieved with highly elongated paramagnetic plasmas with broad 

toroidal current profile or with diamagnetic plasmas with moderate or 

little elongation. More detailed shaping and optimization of the profiles 

may further improve the volume-averaged beta but is not likely to reverse 

the ii^ends indicated here. 
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IV. INTERPRETATION AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK 

The research reported here is a computational study of fixed-boundary 

ideal MHD instabilities in a toroidal plasma with vertically elongated, 

the transition between internal kink instabilities, which are generally 

localized to the region near the magnetic axis of the plasma, to balloon-

ing modes, which are generally strongest around the outer edge of the 

toroidal plasma away from the magnetic axis. There are many other research 

papers reporting analytic, computational, or experimental studies of 

similar large-scale instabilities in elongated plasmas. In this section, 

we shall show how our results overlap with or can be interpreted in terms 

of a selection of these other papers. Only those references concerned 

with highly elongated cross sections (b/a > 2), distributed current, and 

the ideal MHD model will be considered here. 

We can estimate the conditions needed for the onset of pressure-

driven instabilities near the outer edge of a highly elongated toroidal 

plasma from the following inequality 

perfectly-conducti:.^ We are particularly interested in 

(6) 

where R is the major radius, k|| is the wave number parallel to the mag-

netic field, and 

qT = 2bB. / 2TTRB . TL tor pol (7) 
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is a measure of the helical pitch (q-value) of the field lines along just 

the cuter edge of the toroid. The expression on the left is the driving 

term due to a pressure gradient in the presence of toroidal curvature. 

The first expression on the right approximates the restoring force due to 

field line bending when the perturbation is a ballooning mode with one-

half wavelength equal to the length along t.:e field lines around the outer 

edge of the toroid 

- (2qLR) 
(8) 

The second term on the right is the restoring force due to shear stabiliza-

tion of a perturbation localized near a mode rational surface, as in the 

derivation of the Suydam criterion.27 A more exact combination of these 

stability criteria, involving both field line bending and shear stabiliza-

tion, can be derived from the n °° limit of the energy principle,28'29 as 

will be shown in a future publication. In Eqs. (6)-(8), the elongated 

toroidal plasma is approximated by a cylindrical slab with the end effects 

neglected. 

In the spirit of dimensional analysis, Eq. (6) yields the approximate 

stability criterion 

3 . < Max pox -
max 

1 R / TT \2 a 1 R a 
4 a (bTZj ̂  4 ̂  ij (9) 

where the scale lengths a and afi are defined by 

a = p / U f I (10) p 'max/ I d R l ^ 
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B / 1—22L B pol / I dR 
m3X 
n e n ) 

max 

and 0 . is pol max 

& , s P / tt- B2 . . (12) pol max max / 2y pol 
max 

When the gradient scale mgths are comparable to the minor radius of 

the plasma (a ^ a_. ̂  a), and the plasma is highly elongated, b/a > 3, it p a 
can be seen that the poloidal beta must be small, 6 S i , for r * pol max 

stability of the R/a = 4 plasma studied in this paper; the volume-averaged 

poloidal beta is even smaller. Elongation makes ballooning modes more 

unstable because there is less restoring force due to field line bending 

as the connection length becomes longer. Under these conditions, tbere is 

little to be gained by further elongation. A similar conclusion was 

reached by Freidberg et al. using a surface current model of the plasma. 

Now let us consider other stability criteria that have appeared in 

the literature. Lortz and Nuhren.berg3 have evaluated a rigorous pair of 

necessary and sufficient stability criteria in the neighborhood of the 

magnetic axis for a toroidal plasma with any cross sectional shape and 

poloidal beta. They found favorable stability for highly elongated (at 

the magnetic axis) diamagnetic plasmas with D shape (triangularity point-

ing away from the toroidal center line) for moderate q-values at the 

magnetic axis. We find that highly elongated, diamagnetic plasmas are 

violently unstable even at large q-values. The fact that the shape of 

our boundary conditions unavoidably produces flux surfaces with unfavor-

able triangularity (with the flat side pointing outward) probably 
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contributes to this instability. However, a detailed study of the driving 

term for the most unstable mode has revealed that the region driving the 

instability shifts outward away from the magnetic axis, and the instability 

becomes predominantly pressure driven rather than parallel current driven 

as the plasma is made more elongated and diamagnetic. Therefore, as Lortz 

and Nuhrenberg pointed out, neither a necessary nor a sufficient stability 

criterion evaluated at the magnetic axis can be used to find instabilities 

such as ballooning modes, which are driven in regions away from the mag-

netic axis. 

In our study of the instability driving terms, we evaluated the last 

two terms (separately) of Eq. (2) in Todd et al. using the instability 

eigenfunctions determined by our initial value instability code. For the 

peaked profile paramagnetic equilibrium (case 1) with b/a = 3, the kink 

term is much larger than the ballooning term and both are localized near 

the magnetic axis. The broad-current paramagnetic equilibrium (case 2) 

shows a mix of parallel current and pressure-driven terms. The current-

driven term is much larger than the pressure-driven term on the plane 

where the instability velocity field is mainly in the vertical direction 

(<J> = 0 in Fig. 9). However, the current- and pressure-driven terms are 

more comparable a quarter of a wavelength around the toroid where the 

velocity field has a larger component along the major radius. In a 

toroidal environment, the mix of driving terms can vary around each flux 

surface. 

The kink term dominates the ballooning term in the peaked-current 

diamagnetic equilibrium (case 3). Both kink and ballooning terms are 
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localized near the magnetic axis, but the spatial distribution of the 

ballooning term is weighted more toward the outer edge of the toroid. 

In the broad-current diamagnetic equilibrium (case 4), in which the 

instability had a strongly ballooning character, both the kink and the 

ballooning driving terms are distributed off the magnetic axis near the 

outer wall of the toroid. The pressure-driven term is several times 

stronger than the kink term. Again there is a strong dependence on the 

toroidal angle. From these observations, is 'cSn be seen how important the 

pressure-driven term can be in the region away from the magnetic axis for 

the stability of diamagnetic toroidal plasmas with broad current profiles 

and elongated cross sections. 

The results of Laval, Pellat, and Soule10 and Grossmann, Tataronis, 

and Weitzner11 are primarily concerned with free-boundary instabilities, 

which are not considered in this paper. Assuming ^ (7 (1), large 

q-value at the edge of the plasma and large aspect ratio, Laval, Pellat, 

and Soul£ find that stability is improved with more peaked-current profile, 

in general agreement with our results. There is no evidence, however, 

that they were observing a transition between kink and pressure-driven 

ballooning behavior. In the work of Grossmann, Tataronis, and Weitzner,11 

the assumption that the elongation b/a scales like e - 1/ 2, where e - a/R 

is the reciprocal of the aspect ratio, restricts their attention to 

relatively broad-current profiles where the inner flux surfaces are highly 

elongated. Under these conditions, there is general agreement that the 

equilibria are unstable. 

There has been a series of experiments29-31* in which highly elongated 

diamagnetic toroidal plasmas have been formed by shock heating and main-

tained for many Alfven transit times. In the Belt Pinch experiments,30-35 
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large-scale stability is observed even in highly elongated discharges 

[(b/a) w a^ ^ 5 co 10)], when the q-value at the wall is greater than 

three. An m = 1 instability is observed at lower q-values, although this 

instability is observed to saturate and then go away when the q-value 

decreases below and then increases above the instability limit during the 

discharge. In high density stable discharges, filamentary structures are 

observed around the outer side of the plasma coincident with the helical 

pitch of the magnetic field lines.3^ The filaments decay as the plasma 

elongation contracts and as the temperature and diamagnetic currents 

decay. These observations are consistent with the picture that ballooning 

modes begin to grow and cause a filamentation of the outer side of the 

plasma while the plasma is diamagnetic and elongated with a broad toroidal 

current profile; but these ballooning modes saturate and decay as the 

plasma pressure and elongation decay. This interpretation is certainly 

reasonable in Belt Pinch I investigated by Krause, in which the plasma 

temperature decayed to <5 eV within 10 sec. In the larger and more opti-

mized device, Belt Pinch Ila, the filamentary structure is observed only in 

the high compression case.32 The filaments are not observed optically in 

the low compression discharges in Belt Pinch Ila, but the experimental 

observations do not rule out the possibility of ballooning modes.32 In 

particular, fluctuating magnetic fields and enhanced energy losses are 

observed under these conditions. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Under the influence of internal n = 1 kink and ballooning modes in 

elongated toroidal equilibria, the maximum stable volume-averaged beta 
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is achieved with a broad-current profile and either a paramagnetic plasma 

(3po^ < 1) with a highly elongated cross section (b/a > 2) or a diamagnetic 

plasma (BpQ^ > 1) with only a mildly elongated cross section (b/a < 2). 

These observations are summarized in Table II. Internal ballooning modes 

are most easily observed in highly elongated diamagnetic plasmas with 

q-axis > 1 and a broad-current profile. While parallel current has some 

destabilizing effects on these modes, the dominant driving mechanism is the 

pressure gradient in the toroidal curvature of tnfc magnetic field lines. 

Theoretical evidence suggests that these pressure-driven instabilities 

near the edge of the plasma can be very sensitive to the boundary condi-

tions. If they are present under fixed-boundary conditions, they will 

certainly be present and will probably be much stronger under free-

boundary conditions. Also, it is likely that a resistive instability 

theory will indicate the onset of resistive ballooning instabilities 

resulting in a deterioration of plasma confinement at lower pressures than 

the onset of the ideal instability. Therefore, the fixed-boundary ideal 

MHD theory presented here probably predicts an upper bound on the pressure 

we can expect to confine in elongated toroidal plasmas. 
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APPENDIX 

Several calculations concerning the equilibrium will be considered in 

this Appendix. In particular, the method for computing "he q-value at the 

magnetic axis given data on a discrete grid will be derived, and the 

scaling technique used to obtain the growth rate curves in this paper will 

be presented. Finally, a collection of definitions of beta, poloidal 

beta, and other equilibrium parameters used in this paper will be listed 

for reference. 

In the course of doing computational work on MHD instabilities, it 

has been found useful to have an expression for the q-value at the magnetic 

axis for any axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium given the flux or magnetic 

field at only a discrete set of grid points. The usual methods of com-

puting the q-value, involving line integrals or area integrals within 

flux surfaces, break down near the magnetic axis. 

The derivation proceeds by fitting a polynomial approximation (i.e., 

a truncated Taylor series) to the poloidal flux array at the grid points 

in the neighborhood of the magnetic axis. The q-value is then determined 

analytically from the expression 

q<*> - *# t o r /d * p o l (A.l) 

where \p is the toroidal flux given by 

(A.2) 
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and ^ ^ is the poloidal flux which is proportional to the stream function 

^ = ^pol^71 use<* t*ie Grad-Shafranov equation. 

Since a Cartesian grid is used in both the equilibrium and instability 

codes, we make a series expansion the stream function IJJ near the magnetic 

axis using a local Cartesian coordinate system (x,y) centered at the 

magnetic axis (x , y,) 

v = ^a + I ^a20(x ' x a ) 2 + I W * " V * + ' ( A" 3 ) 

Linear terms are absent because if assumes its maximum value at the magnetic 

axis. Transforming to a local polar coordinate system around the magnetic 

axis (r,8) and then to flux-angle coordinates (^,6), the expression for 

the toroidal flux takes the form 

K M - A d* ' « ' i(»')rar/3»' ( A > 4 ) torVY' J, y J 1 + a(x + r cos 9') v 
ty Jo a 

where R = Rq(1 + ax) and R^ is the major radius to the geometric center of 

the domain. The q-value per unit wavelength around the toroid, nq, then 

takes the form 

n q - i m r d e r»r/8» ^ X J 1 + a(x + r cos 6) v 
o a 

where 

X » 2irR / n . o 
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Using x - x = r cos G and y - y = r sin 6, we can invert Eq. (A.3) a a 
to determine r = r(ip,0) up to second order in the expansion. Then, to 

find the q-value at the magnetic axis, take thp limit ip -*• tp and r(ip,9) -»-

0, and Eq. (A.5) reduces to 

I (ij; ) 2v d6 
n q = § f (A.6) 

axis (i + a x ); ; ,1, cos2 9 + v n o sin2 9 a o aO^ a02 

The result of this standard integral is 

2TTB , 
© axis .. 

n q « X i 8 - u , , , l / 2 * ( A' 7 ) 

a20 a02 

In terms of the magnetic fields, the q-value per unit wavelength is 

2TTB, 
nq <|> axis 

axis 9 RBL.\ /3 RBR> 
3R R }\ dy R o / \ o 

1/2 ' (A. 8) 

These expressions for the q-value depend upon only the elliptical distor-

tion of the flux surfaces in the immediate neighborhood of the magnetic 

axis, independent of their triangularity or relative shift. If there were 

a cross product term iPnxy in the series expansion (A.3) for the poloidal 

flux, then the local coordinate system could be rotated to eliminate this 

term, altering the coefficients tp and ip „ but preserving Eq. (A.6). SLjZ \j oUb 
For the specific example of a straight cylinder, uniform current equilib-

rium with elliptical cross section, 
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* = +• 
o 

(A.9) 

Eq. (A.6) yields the correct q-value 

2TT B a2 + b2 
za za (A.10) nc*axis A v J ab 

Now suppose the values of flux or magnetic field are given at only 

a discrete set of grid points and the magnetic axis does not necessarily 

fall on any of these points. The problem is to find the coordinates of 

the magnetic axis (x ,y ) and the second order coefficients (ij; „.,</> -„) 
3 a e12U 3.0 2 

in the series expansion (A.3). One approach is to evaluate Eq. (A.3) at a 

number of grid points and then invert the resulting series of equations to 

find the unknowns. Another method is to make a separate series expansion 

around the grid point Cx
0»yQ) nearest the magnetic axis (the grid point 

where . assumes its maximum value) and then find the relation between ij 
the coefficients of the two series expansions. The coefficients of the 

second series expansion are just the standard finite difference 

approximations to the spatial derivatives (3/3 )1(3/3 for example, x y 

= [i|>(l,0) - <K-l,0)]/2dx 10 

(A.11) 

ijj9n - [<K1,0) - 2*(0,0) + iK-l,0)]/(dx)2 . 
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The relations between the two sets of coefficients, up to second order, 

are 

*a20 = *20 

0 = 4J ao2 02 
(A.12) 

x = x. - iL a 0 Y10 ^2.0 

ya = - W 

For an estimate of the error, use 

Wi — ilt tS — xlf <S Ta20 20 30 x 21 y 

- 6 2 - rp 6 6 - 4>22&1 + 0(63) (A.13) HO x 31 x y ^ y 

where 

6 = x - x = - U,n + 4 + 1 « s x a o v lr10 2 3O x 21 x y 20 

+ j <C12«52 + 0(<53)] (A.14) 

with corresponding symmetric relations for and 6 . ao2 y 

Now consider the equilibrium scaling relation used to obtain the 

growth rate curves in this paper and in many other computational studies 

of MHD instabilities. It follows from the Grad-Shafranov equation (1) 

that the stream function ^ can be scaled by a numerical factor S 
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(A.15) 

provided the pressure and diamagnetism are scaled by S 2 

P = S2P , . , new old (A.16) 

regardless of the functional form of p(^) and I(i|»). The geometry, the 

shape of the profiles, and the poloidal beta (as defined later in this 

section) remain unchanged by this scaling. The poloidal magnetic field, 

toroidal current, and toroidal current density all scale like S; the value 

of beta scales like S 2. This scaling technique is applicable to any MHD 

equilibrium with continuous symmetry (straight cylinder, axisymmetric 

toroid, or equilibrium with helical symmetry). 

Since the shape of the flux surfaces remains unchanged by this 

scaling, it follows that the q-value at any point in space (on any flux 

surface) scales like 

q-value at the magnetic axis has been used throughout this paper) the 

< W = <1 V d - S 2)(Ry 2
d g e + S^RB^/sRB 

4 old 
(A.17) 

Given any equilibrium with q 1 , determined at any reference point (the 

scale factor needed to obtain a new equilibrium with ^ is 

(A.18) 

Finally, we present some of the definitions used throughout this 

paper. The volume-averaged beta is given by the volume-averaged pressure 
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divided by the magnetic pressure associated with the vacuum toroidal 

magnetic field above the geometric center of the domain. The poloidal 

beta is defined in terms of the diamagnetism of the plasma 

B = 1 + u (A.19) pol p 

where 

and 

epol = f d ° p o l / / d £ * ( A' 2 1 ) 

Using this definition, the poloidal beta is identically equal to unity when 

there are no poloidal currents. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Equilibrium profiles for the four cases studied in this 
paper, with elongation (Wa) w a;n = 3. Flux contours over a cross sec-
tion of the plasma are shown on the left. The toroidal current density 
and magnetic field at the midplane are shown on the right. 

Fig. 2. Variation of the relative elongation at the magnetic axis 
as a function of the elongation at the wall for the four cases studied 
in this paper. 

Fig. 3. Growth rate as a function of q-value at the magnetic axis 
for the peaked-current paramagnetic equilibrium of case 1. 

Fig. 4. Growth rate as a function of q-value at the magnetic axis 
for the broad-current paramagnetic equilibrium of case 2. 

Fig. 5. Growth rate as a function of q-value at the magnetic axis 
for the peaked—current diamagnetic equilibrium of case 3. 

Fig. 6. Growth rate as a function of q-value at the magnetic axis 
for the brcad-c vrrent diamagnetic equilibrium of case 4. Note that the 
range of q-values extends much higher here than in Figs. 3-5. 

Fig. 7. Growth rate curves as a function of q-value at the magnetic 
axis for different grid resolutions. The 35 X 35 is the standard used 
in the rest of the paper. 

Fig. 8. Growth rate curves as a function of q-value at the magnetic 
axis for a variety of equilibria with different relative elongations of 
the flux surfaces near the magnetic axis. 

Fig. 9. Spatial structure of the velocity field and the perturbed 
pressure, each shown at two cross sections a quarter of a wavelength 
apart, for instabilities near the marginal points of three cases studied 
in this paper. Contours for positive (solid lines) and negative (dotted 
lines) perturbed pressures are shown. From top to bottom, the instabili-
ties exhibit an increasingly ballooning character. 

Fig. 10. Perturbed pressure contours at r.ross sections a quarter 
of a wavelength apart for instabilities near tie marginal point for the 
broad-current diamagneti_ equilibrium corresponding to case 5. From 
left to right, the elongation is increased while the aspect ratio is 
held fixed at R/a = 4 (the center line is to the left). 
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Table I. Cases of equilibria 

A S P - 4 (b /a) w a | | = 3 

CASE N M A C 0pol (b / a ) a x j s / (b /aK v a ) ) A / a CONFIGURATION 

CASE 1 1 3 1 0.3 0.83 0.66 0.099 PEAKED PARA 

CASE 2 1 2 1 0.3 0.81 0.92 0.093 BROAD PARA 

CASE 3 1.5 3 1 0.2 1.42 0.80 0.172 PEAKED DIA 

CASE 4 1 3 1 0.3 1.32 1.57 0.185 BROAD DIA 
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Table II. Equilibrium conditions near marginal stability 

ASP = 4 GROWTH RATE = 0.007 

CASE ( l ) / a , w a l l < b ' a ' . x „ M A R G I N A L 

" c 

, ; pol 

CASE 1 2 1 70 0 . 8 5 0 . 8 2 1.0 

P E A K E D 3 1.98 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 3 1.2 

P A R A 4 2 .08 0 . 9 0 0 . 8 3 1.2 

CASE 2 2 1.98 0 .95 0 .78 1.8 

B R O A D 3 2 . 7 6 1 .00 0 .81 3 .0 

P A R A 4 3 . 4 0 1 .70 0 . 8 2 1.4 

CASE 3 2 1.90 0 . 9 8 1.38 2 .1 

P E A K E D 3 2 . 4 0 1.12 1.42 2 .1 

DIA 4 2 .64 2 . 0 0 1.50 0 . 6 

CASE 5 1.5 1 .73 1.20 1.20 2 .8 

B R O A D 2 2 . 4 4 1 .90 1.18 1.9 

DIA 3 4 . 3 2 4 . 5 0 1.13 1.2 


